
 CLOTHING PREVIEW DESCRIPTION  
 (for narration) 
 
Return with registration. 
 
Name:______________________________________ 

Address:____________________________________ 

Club:_______________________________________ 

Lot Number:  J - 26 - D - ____ (use Fair Book to fill in #) 

Year in 4-H Clothing: __________________________ 

Level: ___ Junior ___ Intermediate ___ Senior 

Phone: ____________________________________ 

City: ______________________________________ 

Grade: ____________________________________ 

Type of Garment:____________________________ 

Cost of Garment:____________________________ 

School Activities:                     

                          

Other Activities:                    _______ 

Hobbies/Job:                       

 

General Description: Pattern name and number, pattern envelope description, style, cut, color, fabric, fit, special 
features, etc. 

                          
 
                          
 
                          
 
                          
 
                          
 
                          
 
Choice of Accessories:                    

                          

Where it will be worn:                    

                          

Special difficulties in making garment:  ___             

                          

                     

                  

                  

                  

                  

 

 

(over) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Attach Sample 
of 

Fabric 
(2" x 2") 



Narrative for Style Show.  Participants should write their own narration for the use during the Preview.  
The narration should be handed in with the description sheet.  Try to use the "theme" in the narration if 
possible. Below are a few examples from previous years: 
 
Theme:  "Crazy Days of Summer" 

Jessica Woyak of the 3-Hilltoppers is modeling this fluorescent colored outfit.  The top is hot pink 
with big black buttons down the front.  The shorts are multi-colored fluorescent with a drawstring 
waist.  This would be a hot item on those crazy days of summer. 

 
Theme:  "Hot, Hot, Neon Lights of Fashion" 

On her summer vacation, Heather Westpfahl will be wearing white neon splash printed shorts and 
top.  This unique pullover top has short dolman sleeves with back elastic at the waistline.  The pull-
on shorts have elasticized waistline and side pockets.  Heather's challenge in this outfit was the 
double rows of elastic in the back of the top.  Wouldn't she be a hit on vacation? 

 
 
Theme:  “A Treasure Chest Full of Fun”  (Write your narrative below) 
Please note, it is encouraged, but not required, that you include the theme in your narrative. Feel free to be 
creative or elaborate on the theme, i.e. beach, cruise, etc.  
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 
                         
 


